University Outcomes Assessment Council  
(UOAC)  
Tuesday, February 2, 2016  
Zuhl Library conference room  
Record of Meeting


Action Items: Members to send names to D. Smith that would be interested by Friday, February 5. Target those in co-curricular areas.  
D. Smith to put the current ADS on the website.

Minutes - December record of meeting approved with modifications

Assignment Design Symposium (David) -
- Possibly use WEAVE to advertise Assignment Design Symposium as well as the assessment networks. Letter from the Provost may be effective as well.
- Committee Members asked to think of ten people that would find value in attending the ADS.
- Overflow plan is in progress.
- Advertise to the Assessment Liaisons for dissemination.
- D. Smith, J. Fitzsimmons, G. Armfield to be attending conference and will have a better sense of expectations for the internal event.
- Possibly have a one-hour pre-event to prep learning objectives. Sharon to check with IIQ
- Book-centered common read faculty activity in the works.

Gen Ed Report (Julie) - Presentation of CASL-GE meeting document
The first presentation of the CASL-GE findings will be at NMHEAR. Work will continue to get information disseminated to faculty.

Accreditation Topic-Closing the Loop (David) - Visit by HLC representative’s presentation mentioned closing the loop as a challenge in accreditation. Weigh the pig, feed the pig, weigh the pig.

Other
Teaching with the Stars on March 10 from 4-6 p.m. Attending participants to watch Star Teachers (Roush Award or Westhafer award winners) give demonstrations. Prize for the
most engaging Star Teacher. Junior faculty and graduate students targeted as participants. Registration will close on February 15 for PRN participation.